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INVESTMENT OFFICER, LONDON OFFICE - Woodsford is seeking an experienced lawyer to 

join us as an Investment Officer in our central London office. The candidate must have high 

quality City or international litigation experience, ideally in group and/or class actions. 

The role involves helping to assess and manage investment opportunities, with a particular 

focus on our growing portfolio of ESG-related collective actions in the UK, Australia and 

continental Europe. Interest in multi-party litigation (class actions, group actions) on 

claimant side is therefore a must.  

We seek a flexible team player who will have an important role in all aspects of the 

business, including:  

• Undertaking due diligence of potential investments across a wide variety of areas  

• Working with a small team of Associates to build and manage the claims we have 

invested in 

• Working with the Heads of Marketing and Business Development and our CEO to 

execute and co-ordinate our marketing/business development plans  

Experience of some or all of the following would be helpful:  

• ATE 

• ESG 

• Securities 

• Asset management (public equities) 

• Competition law 

• Finance 

• Commercial negotiation and drafting 

• Dutch law 

• Japanese law 
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Since 2010 Woodsford has been helping to hold corporates to account for their egregious 

behaviour. Whether it is helping consumers achieve collective redress, ensuring that 

inventors and universities are properly compensated when Big Tech infringes intellectual 

property rights, or helping shareholders in collaborative, escalated engagement up to and 

including litigation with listed companies, Woodsford is committed to ESG and access to 

justice.  

This exciting and varied role is for someone who wants to be in a fast-paced legal and 

commercial environment, willing to take on a variety of challenges and be at the cutting 

edge of innovation in ensuring businesses maintain the highest ESG standards, and in 

providing access to justice for those affected when those standards aren’t met.  

This position offers a competitive compensation package and is located at Woodsford’s 

head office at 8 Bloomsbury Street, London, with occasional travel internationally.  

Inquiries with a cover letter, CV and salary expectations should be sent to Steven Friel, Chief 

Executive Officer at sfriel@woodsfordlf.com.  

No agencies please.  
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